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How can you help your student graduate from Seminary? Is there a study guide for the test? How can I help
my student be ready? What exactly does my student have to do to graduate? Existing Requirements In the past
there were two requirements to graduate from Seminary: Okay, it was a bit more complicated than that. Here
is the official wording: Attendance at Seminary and living the Church standards are still critical elements for
Seminary. Additional Requirements Now for the new stuff. Here are the two new requirements that are
starting with the Doctrine and Covenants course year for Your child will need to read the entire Doctrine and
Covenants by the end of the school year. You might want to help out by joining with them in a reading
schedule. You can encourage them to get three versions of the scriptures in order to maximize their
opportunity to read: A paper set of scriptures The scriptures on a tablet, computer, phone, or other electronic
device if you have access to it Audio scriptures, which you can get through the Gospel Library app. Or check
out the library in your ward or branch buildingâ€”they often have an audio copy. Prepare for the tests. The test
is composed of multiple choice, matching, and an essay question. Some questions refer to specific scriptures
and the doctrines taught in them they are all Scripture Mastery scriptures and others refer to general doctrines
taught in the Doctrine and Covenants like the Atonement, Revelation, the Sacrament, or Repentance. There is
also a belief survey at the end of the test that lists the core doctrines of the Church and asks students to rank
how they feel about that doctrine and how important they think that doctrine is. As a reader of LDS Living, we
have a special hint just for you! Full copies of the tests yes, the actual tests used! You can download this and
talk with your child about the questions they are going to get. This serves as an excellent study guide to help
your child prepare. The desire is that students learn the material in the course of study. Your child will be
given every opportunity to pass the assessment and receive credit. So you can take a deep breath and have
confidence that if you work together with your student and the teacher, the assessment can be a positive
opportunity to make sure they learn the core principles of the Doctrine and Covenants. Additional Study Helps
Some of you may suddenly feel like I did when my 6th grader comes to me with math homework!
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This manual was written as the course curriculum for home-study seminary students. It contains writing assignments for
each of the 32 units. It also contains insights, images, and doctrines and principles to help students with their individual
study.

Nearly three weeks in Israel Special lectures Daily instruction from Dr. The Israel Study Trip focuses on the
land of the Bible and how the geography, topography, archaeology, and history of that land sheds light on our
understanding of Scripture. Students traverse the Holy Land with adventures and lectures from the faculty
guide along the way. Towards the end of the trip, the group will spend a few hours working alongside the
archaeological staff from the Associates of Biblical Research at the dig they are conducting at Tel Shiloh. If a
person who participates in the TMS Israel study trip wants to work for the week after our trip ends, they can
check the ABR website that explains their archaeological dig and the costs related to joining that dig. In order
for Dr. Grisanti to act as the official trip guide, without an Israeli guide present, everyone will be considered
his students and therefore required to participate in lectures and exams. The exams will be straightforward and
there will be review sessions to prepare beforehand. You will not be required to receive academic credit. Be
prepared for full days of walking including steps up and down. You will be tired at the end of the day but will
be overjoyed at what you are learning and blessed by the fellowship of fellow-students of the Word. To
prepare for the trip, plan on getting a good set of walking shoes and put together a walking regimen. Teaching
will be from a futuristic or dispensational, premillennial perspective, expecting the nation of Israel made up of
believing Israelites to be established once again in the land of promise. Questions about this can be directed to
Dr. Many people have concerns about the safety of traveling to Israel. Consider this helpful article on the
topic, Is it Safe to Travel to Israel? May 13â€”June 2, Full Trip Cost: See Trip Details for cost factors.
December 3rd, Registration Details: There are 40 spots available for the Israel Study Trip. First preference is
given to TMS students, alumni, and their wives. Others who register will be put on a waitlist until December
3rd, Registration deposits will be refunded if the trip reaches capacity. As the trip gets closer, study
suggestions will be emailed to everyone who registers so that they can adequately prepare.
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Old Testament Study Guide for Home-Study Seminary Students (new version) This manual was written as the course
curriculum for home-study seminary students. It contains writing assignments for each of the 32 units.
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.
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Find great deals on eBay for old testament study guide. Shop with confidence.
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Seminary teacher and student manuals. Additional teaching materials for teaching and learning supporting all Seminary
courses. Current seminary curriculum.
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Old Testament Language (Students majoring in OT must take a comprehensive exam in this area and therefore have
two classes in this category) Old Testament Theology Incoming Ph.D. students are matched with a supervisor from our
world-class faculty who shares their research interests.
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The Old Testament Survey I: A Christ-Centered Approach to Studying Jesus' Bible is intended to survey the message of
the Old Testament, both at the individual book level and at the canonical level.
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